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00:06
I'm poet janeshia, filling in for Tracy k Smith, and this is a slow down.

00:23
Growing up in immigrant enclaves in Central New Jersey, I knew many children like myself, who
felt at home and experiences of doubleness. As we enrolled in American schools, we grew adapt
to transitioning between the domestic sphere and the public one. We learned to answer to
different names, and hold our bodies in different postures, we learned to measure the refuge and
freedoms of one space against the other. For me, the gap between those cells grew as my ability
to express myself in English outstripped my ability to do so in Mandarin. I attained a new kind of
sensitivity from reading books in English and writing in it, which felt somehow difficult to reconcile
with the self I was at home. parts of my personality were vivid in one language, but muted in
another, and vice versa. For immigrant children who grew up in the new country doubleness can
present as betrayal to others who don't have the same freedom to leave their language or past.
Older family members, for instance, can feel threatened by this mutability. Today's poem by gala
nikolova speaks to the rupture between generations and immigrant families along with the kinds
of leavings and returns that one experiences as an immigrant child. The poem also offers a
moving look at how geographic displacement can turn into an exile from one's original language
and the self inside that language.

02:06
return by golla McCullough lova.
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02:10
There are poets with history and poets without history. Sweat Siva claimed living through the ruin
Russia Kareena says, disavow every time I see her. We daughters between countries where our
mean mother's like scarves around our necks. Every visit, mine recounts all the wrongs done
against her ring sense for polishing, returned with a lesser diamond. years of never rest and she
looks at me have nothing to be proud of. I'm covered in wealth, an empty pockets. So large sobs
escaped me in the back room of my landlords fabric shop. He moves to wipe my tears as if I'm his
daughter. It's true. I let him take my hand. I'm a girl who needs something. I slow cook bone grief,
use a weak voice. My mother calls me the girl with holes in her hands. Every time I lose something.
All Russian daughters were snowflakes once and in their hair. A ribbon long as their body nodded
and nodded and nodded into a large translucent bow. It happens, teachers said that a child
between countries will refuse to speak a girl with a hole in her throat. Every day I opened the
translation book. silent. I took my shoes off when I came home. I put my house clothes on. We are
no songs, few rituals. on Yom Kippur War. We lit a candle for the dead and no one knew a prayer.
We kept a candle lit. That's all. The wave always returns and always returns a different wave. I was
small. I built a self outside of myself because a child needs shelter. Not even you knew I was
strange. I ate the food my family ate, I answered to my name.

04:44
The slowdown is a production of American Public Media, in partnership with Poetry Foundation.
To get a poem delivered to you daily, go to slow down show.org and sign up for our newsletter.
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